Impact of Neuronal Properties on Network Coding: Roles of Spike Initiation Dynamics and Robust Synchrony Transfer
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Neural networks are more than the sum of their parts, but the properties of those parts are nonetheless important. For instance, neuronal properties affect the degree to which neurons receiving common input will spike synchronously, and whether that synchrony will propagate through the network. Stimulus-evoked synchrony can help or hinder network coding depending on the type of code. In this Perspective, we describe how spike initiation dynamics influence neuronal input-output properties, how those properties affect synchronization, and how synchronization affects network coding. We propose that synchronous and asynchronous spiking can be used to multiplex temporal (synchrony) and rate coding and discuss how pyramidal neurons would be well suited for that task.

The synaptic connectivity between neurons comprising a network is critical for the operation of that network but so too are the intrinsic properties of the constituent neurons. When it comes to studying network operation, focus on the former has often trumped consideration of the latter. We will, in this Perspective, shift the focus to neuronal properties and address how those properties affect the collective activity within a network, particularly with respect to synchrony (for review of network properties affecting synchrony, see Kumar et al., 2010). To be clear, we will not consider synchrony associated with network oscillations; instead, we will focus on the sort of stimulus-driven synchrony considered to be a “trivial reflection of anatomical connectivity” insofar as it arises in neurons receiving common input (Singer, 1999). Despite its humble origins, such synchrony has fundamentally important consequences for network coding and has been the focus of much debate (Brette, 2012; Bruno, 2011; de la Rocha et al., 2007; Diesmann et al., 1999; Ermentrout et al., 2008; Estebanez et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2012; Ikegaya et al., 2004; Josi et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2008; Ostojic et al., 2009; Panzeri et al., 2010; Renart et al., 2010; Rossant et al., 2011; Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001; Sharafi et al., 2013). Does this synchrony help or hinder network coding? Neuronal properties are a crucial yet underappreciated component of the answer.

Neurons are often said to operate as integrators or as coincidence detectors based on how they process input (Abeles, 1982; König et al., 1996). Integrators can summate temporally dispersed (asynchronous) inputs, whereas coincidence detectors respond only to temporally coincident (synchronous) inputs. In other words, integrators and coincidence detectors are both sensitive to synchronous input, but coincidence detectors are selective for it. Selectivity is, as we will explain, derived from the dynamical mechanism responsible for transforming synaptic input into output spiking. Spike initiation dynamics also affect whether sets of neurons that receive common synchronous input spike synchronously and whether or not that output synchrony is easily disrupted (Figure 1). Spike initiation dynamics thus control synchrony transfer—the degree to which synchronous input elicits synchronous output. The precision and robustness of synchrony transfer has critical implications for both rate- and synchrony-based coding.

The terms integration and coincidence detection serve to highlight differences in neuronal operation—and we will use these terms for that purpose—but they do not accurately depict how an average neuron operates. Some neurons are exquisitely specialized to operate in one or the other mode but most, including the average pyramidal neuron, operate somewhere in between. In that respect, operating mode is best conceptualized not as a dichotomy, but rather as a continuum with “pure” integration and “pure” coincidence detection at either end (Figure 2). Neurons operating in the midrange may exhibit traits of both operating modes, with certain traits manifesting more strongly than others depending on stimulus properties. Indeed, although they are suboptimal for integration or coincidence detection, the lack of specialization may allow pyramidal neurons to simultaneously employ both operating modes so as to encode different stimulus features in concert, thus enabling rate- and synchrony-based coding to be multiplexed.

Beyond emphasizing that operating mode represents a continuum, we also propose to refocus its definition around the concept of synchrony transfer: coincidence detectors not only detect synchrony, they also transfer synchrony more precisely and robustly than do integrators (Figure 1). After establishing the importance of synchrony transfer, we will explain its biophysical basis by identifying the neuronal factors upon which synchrony transfer depends, namely, selectivity for synchronous input and capacity to produce robust synchronous output. By regulating synchrony transfer via these neuronal factors, spike
initiation dynamics strongly influence whether a network encodes information by the timing of synchronous spikes and/or by the rate of asynchronous spikes.

Neural Coding Strategies: A Neuron’s Perspective

Diverse candidate neural coding strategies have been identified (Perkel and Bullock, 1968). Those strategies are often divided into rate and temporal coding, but the division is not clear cut. The difference boils down to what timescale captures signal-dependent variations in spiking. The highest frequency (shortest timescale) encoded by the spike train can be inferred by analyzing the spike train with progressively smaller time windows to determine the window size at which mutual information between the spike train and the stimulus plateaus (Borst and Theunissen, 1999). The reciprocal of that time window represents the “sampling” rate, which, according to the Nyquist Theorem, should be at least twice the highest input frequency sampled by the neuron. Sampling rate relative to the spike rate determines whether the neural representation is sparse or dense, i.e., whether few (≤1) or many (>1) spikes can occur within each time window. Dense representations allow for spike counting, which is the basis for classic rate coding, whereas sparse representations do not (at least not within a single neuron on a single trial) and are thus often considered to imply temporal coding.

An important additional consideration for network coding is whether information is carried independently by each neuron or if information is available from the co-occurrence of spikes across two or more neighboring neurons—a correlation code (deCharms, 1998). We define synchrony as the co-occurrence of spikes within a time window narrow enough that only one spike per cell can occur within it (~5 ms), whereas rate comodulation is the cross-cell correlation of spike counts within broader time windows. A synchrony code is, therefore, a subtype of correlation coding—one that depends on precise spike timing. A synchrony code is also a subtype of temporal coding—one that depends on spike timing in one neuron relative to spike timing in neighboring neurons. Notably, if synaptic transmission is weak and unreliable (as is the case for many central synapses), synchrony is necessary for enabling brief inputs to activate the postsynaptic neuron (Stevens, 1994; Wang et al., 2010), which implies that synchrony is necessary for temporal coding.

In a network that exclusively utilizes rate coding, optimal coding occurs when neighboring neurons spike independently because correlations constitute redundancy, and redundancy usually reduces information capacity (Barlow, 1961; Gawne and Richmond, 1993; Mazurek and Shadlen, 2002; Sompolinsky et al., 2001; for review see Averbeck et al., 2006). Proponents of rate coding thus tend to view correlations, including synchrony,
as detrimental. Contrarily, synchrony between two neurons with overlapping receptive fields can lead to greater mutual information than if synchrony is ignored (Dan et al., 1998), meaning synchrony-encoded information can make up for, if not exceed, the reduction of rate-encoded information (Dan et al., 1998; Kenyon et al., 2004; Meister et al., 1995; Montani et al., 2007; Reich et al., 2001; Schnitzer and Meister, 2003), or so the proponents of synchrony coding would argue. Putting aside what proponents of either side think, we should ask what neurons think: to what inputs do they respond? Over what time window do they process input? After all, it is neurons that process information in the intact brain.

A single excitatory synaptic input typically causes only a small depolarization (<1 mV) in pyramidal and spiny stellate cells (Bruno and Sakmann, 2006; Mason et al., 1991; Saez and Friedlander, 2009; Sayer et al., 1989; Song et al., 2005). Therefore, if a neuron sums input over a narrow time window (i.e., narrow enough that only one spike per presynaptic cell can occur within it), synchronous input from multiple presynaptic cells will be required to drive suprathreshold depolarization. On the other hand, if the neuron uses a broad time window (i.e., broad enough that multiple spikes per presynaptic cell can occur within it), suprathreshold depolarization can be driven by multiple inputs from just one presynaptic cell or via multiple presynaptic cells; the multicell input could be synchronous or asynchronous. Rewording earlier definitions, coincidence detectors can be said to sum their inputs using a narrow time window, whereas integrators use a broad window (König et al., 1996). An integrator receiving synchronous input may appear to use a narrow window, but the window size is really a property of the neuron, not of the stimulus, which supports a neuron-centric definition of operating mode as opposed to a stimulus-centric one (Rudolph and Destexhe, 2003). The importance of a neuron-centric definition becomes clear when comparing synchrony transfer: integrators respond to synchronous input, but they do not transfer that synchrony as robustly as coincidence detectors do (see Figure 1).

Before proceeding, it is worth noting that simply having a spike threshold endows the neuron with sensitivity to the derivative of the input current or membrane potential (Águera y Arcas and Destexhe, 2003). The importance of a neuron-centric definition becomes clear when comparing synchrony transfer: integrators respond to synchronous input, but they do not transfer that synchrony as robustly as coincidence detectors do (see Figure 1).

A single excitatory synaptic input typically causes only a small depolarization (<1 mV) in pyramidal and spiny stellate cells (Bruno and Sakmann, 2006; Mason et al., 1991; Saez and Friedlander, 2009; Sayer et al., 1989; Song et al., 2005). Therefore, if a neuron sums input over a narrow time window (i.e., narrow enough that only one spike per presynaptic cell can occur within it), synchronous input from multiple presynaptic cells will be required to drive suprathreshold depolarization. On the other hand, if the neuron uses a broad time window (i.e., broad enough that multiple spikes per presynaptic cell can occur within it), suprathreshold depolarization can be driven by multiple inputs from just one presynaptic cell or via multiple presynaptic cells; the multicell input could be synchronous or asynchronous. Rewording earlier definitions, coincidence detectors can be said to sum their inputs using a narrow time window, whereas integrators use a broad window (König et al., 1996). An integrator receiving synchronous input may appear to use a narrow window, but the window size is really a property of the neuron, not of the stimulus, which supports a neuron-centric definition of operating mode as opposed to a stimulus-centric one (Rudolph and Destexhe, 2003). The importance of a neuron-centric definition becomes clear when comparing synchrony transfer: integrators respond to synchronous input, but they do not transfer that synchrony as robustly as coincidence detectors do (see Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Neural Coding Depends Jointly on Neuronal Operating Mode and Stimulus Properties

Neuronal operating mode is represented as a continuum on one axis. Pyramidal neurons tend to operate in the middle range and can shift where they operate based on factors like conductance state. Input synchrony is represented on the other axis. Neural coding strategies are represented in blue (rate coding) and red (synchrony coding), and deeper colors represent better coding than paler colors. Pale regions overlap, revealing a regime in which a hybrid operating mode and multiplexed coding are possible.

Fairhall, 2003; Hong et al., 2007). In line with this, it has been shown that the simple threshold-and-fire model as well as leaky integrate-and-fire models can transfer synchrony under the appropriate stimulus conditions (Burak et al., 2009; Goedeke and Diesmann, 2008; Schultze-Kraft et al., 2013; Tchumatchenko et al., 2010). However, as Tchumatchenko et al. and Schultze-Kraft et al. note, this is true only for limited (and arguably unrealistic) stimulus conditions, i.e., high input synchrony driving large membrane potential fluctuations. In real neurons and in more sophisticated models whose spike initiation dynamics implement band-pass filtering, and which are therefore preferentially sensitive to relevant stimulus frequencies, the stimulus requirements for robust synchrony transfer are much less stringent (and more plausible).

Requirements for Synchrony Coding

Rate coding is broadly accepted as the pre-eminent coding strategy in the brain; by comparison, synchrony coding is contentious and often considered applicable only to particular systems like the auditory midbrain. We contend that synchrony coding occurs more broadly based on several lines of evidence. We will organize our discussion of that evidence around the 3-fold requirements for synchrony coding (Figure 3A): (1) principal neurons must have coincidence detector traits (in order to reliably transfer synchrony under realistic stimulus conditions), (2) they must receive synchronous input that contains information, and (3) they must produce synchronous output that can be decoded. Note that rate coding and synchrony coding are not mutually exclusive even though factors that facilitate one often do so at the expense of the other. The feasibility and utility of each coding strategy should be gauged independently, contrary to many past debates.

Requirement 1 is satisfied insofar as principal neurons can and do operate as imperfect coincidence detectors. This is suggested by their highly irregular spike trains since integration of multiple asynchronous inputs tends to produce regular spiking (Softky and Koch, 1993); but this speaks more to the input (see below), since even integrators receiving irregularly timed synchronous inputs will spike irregularly (Salinas and Sejnowski, 2000; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Stevens and Zador, 1998). More importantly, pyramidal neurons in the intact brain are constantly bombarded by synaptic input, so much so that they are chronically depolarized and shunted (Bernander et al., 2009; Goedeke and Diesmann, 2008; Schultze-Kraft et al., 2013; Tchumatchenko et al., 2010). However, as Tchumatchenko et al. and Schultze-Kraft et al. note, this is true only for limited (and arguably unrealistic) stimulus conditions, i.e., high input synchrony driving large membrane potential fluctuations. In real neurons and in more sophisticated models whose spike initiation dynamics implement band-pass filtering, and which are therefore preferentially sensitive to relevant stimulus frequencies, the stimulus requirements for robust synchrony transfer are much less stringent (and more plausible).
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Rate coding is broadly accepted as the pre-eminent coding strategy in the brain; by comparison, synchrony coding is contentious and often considered applicable only to particular systems like the auditory midbrain. We contend that synchrony coding occurs more broadly based on several lines of evidence. We will organize our discussion of that evidence around the 3-fold requirements for synchrony coding (Figure 3A): (1) principal neurons must have coincidence detector traits (in order to reliably transfer synchrony under realistic stimulus conditions), (2) they must receive synchronous input that contains information, and (3) they must produce synchronous output that can be decoded. Note that rate coding and synchrony coding are not mutually exclusive even though factors that facilitate one often do so at the expense of the other. The feasibility and utility of each coding strategy should be gauged independently, contrary to many past debates.

Requirement 1 is satisfied insofar as principal neurons can and do operate as imperfect coincidence detectors. This is suggested by their highly irregular spike trains since integration of multiple asynchronous inputs tends to produce regular spiking (Softky and Koch, 1993); but this speaks more to the input (see below), since even integrators receiving irregularly timed synchronous inputs will spike irregularly (Salinas and Sejnowski, 2000; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Stevens and Zador, 1998). More importantly, pyramidal neurons in the intact brain are constantly bombarded by synaptic input, so much so that they are chronically depolarized and shunted (Bernander et al., 2009; Goedeke and Diesmann, 2008; Schultze-Kraft et al., 2013; Tchumatchenko et al., 2010). However, as Tchumatchenko et al. and Schultze-Kraft et al. note, this is true only for limited (and arguably unrealistic) stimulus conditions, i.e., high input synchrony driving large membrane potential fluctuations. In real neurons and in more sophisticated models whose spike initiation dynamics implement band-pass filtering, and which are therefore preferentially sensitive to relevant stimulus frequencies, the stimulus requirements for robust synchrony transfer are much less stringent (and more plausible).
that, based on the small depolarization produced by unitary synaptic events, can only be accounted for by some degree of synchrony among presynaptic cells (Destexhe and Paré, 1999; DeWeese and Zador, 2006). Indeed, cross-cell correlations in membrane potential (Lampl et al., 1999; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Yu and Ferster, 2010) and spiking (Cohen and Kohn, 2011; deCharms and Merzenich, 1996; Jadhav et al., 2009; Smith and Kohn, 2008) have been documented in vivo. Spike cross-correlations are typically measured through pairwise comparisons; however, a postsynaptic neuron experiences correlations across its entire set of presynaptic neurons, which means that correlation values measured through pairwise comparisons must be scaled in order to infer the total input correlation. Very small pairwise correlations that have been reported as evidence for asynchrony (e.g., Ecker et al., 2010) can in fact belie large total input correlation (Rossant et al., 2011; Schneidman et al., 2006).

The origins of synchronous spiking dictate whether synchrony represents signal or noise. Realistic stimuli have spatiotemporal structure that enables them to coactivate neurons with adjacent or overlapping receptive fields; consequently, coactivation patterns can contain information about the stimulus (Brette, 2012; Dan et al., 1998; Meister et al., 1995). If coactivation patterns contain information, synchrony represents part of the signal. Although this does not prove that synchrony-encoded signals are decoded, nor can synchrony be labeled noise simply because it reduces the information decodable from rate-encoded signals; indeed, it would be equally unfair to label rate-encoded signals as noise because they compromise the decoding of synchrony-encoded signals (see below). That said, the aforementioned points do not rule out stimulus-independent synchrony that is truly noise (Mastronarde, 1989). What is arguably more important is that correlated spiking in higher brain areas has been observed to be stimulus dependent (Alonso et al., 1996; deCharms and Merzenich, 1996; Kohn and Smith, 2003).

Figure 3. Requirements for Synchrony Coding and the Robustness of Synchrony Transfer to Spike-Rate Variation

(A) A synchrony-encoded signal arises from stimulus-dependent coactivation of neurons, which is not mutually exclusive of rate-encoded signaling. For synchrony-encoded signals to reach the CNS, they must be reliably transmitted across multiple synapses and must remain decodable in order to provide information about the original stimulus. Decodability relies on robust synchrony transfer.

(B) Graphs illustrate the challenge of decoding synchrony. Among integrators, the correlation input-output relationship varies with spike rate; consequently, for a given output correlation value, one cannot infer (decode) the input correlation without also knowing the spike rate. This suggests that synchrony coding cannot operate independently of rate coding and would necessitate a complicated decoding mechanism. However, among coincidence detectors, the input-output relationship is not confounded by variations in spike rate, meaning synchrony decoding from coincidence detectors is straightforward. (B) is modified from Hong et al. (2012).
consistent with synchrony-encoded signals being successfully transmitted to the cortex. Requirement 3 is satisfied insofar as synchrony-encoded signals are decodable depending on which type of cells carries the message. It has been suggested that synchrony decoding is implausible because of an “inextricable” link between output correlation and spike rate (de la Rocha et al., 2007). If synchrony transfer were to vary with spike rate, input correlation could not be unambiguously decoded from output correlation without that rate sensitivity being factored in, and indeed the synchrony-encoded information could be lost unrecoverably. However, although synchrony transfer is rate dependent among integrators (except under more extreme stimulus conditions; Schultz-Kraft et al., 2013), the same is not true for coincidence detectors (Figure 3B) (Hong et al., 2012; Tchumatchenko et al., 2010), which argues that synchrony-encoded messages carried by coincidence detectors are decodable. Hence, pyramidal neurons with coincidence detector traits should be able to produce synchronous output that is decodable.

These three requirements reflect upon the encoding, transmission, and decoding of synchrony-based signals. Encoding requires the structured coactivation of neurons. Decoding requires that synchrony-encoded signals are not conflated with other signals; in that respect, decodability depends on reliable transmission. Reliable transmission requires robust synchrony transfer. We must, therefore, understand what makes synchrony transfer robust. We will deconstruct the biophysical basis for robust synchrony transfer by considering two factors: (1) the selectivity of neurons for synchronous input and (2) their capacity to produce synchronous output. We will explain each factor in turn, linking both to spike initiation dynamics.

**Selectivity for Synchronous Input**

According to our neuron-centric definition of operating mode, integrators can summate asynchronous inputs, whereas coincidence detectors are excited uniquely by synchronous inputs (see Figure 1). In other words, coincidence detectors are selective for (i.e., tuned to) synchrony, whereas integrators are relatively untuned with respect to synchrony. Synchrony is reflected in spectral properties of the input: synchronous input has greater power at high frequencies and less power at low frequencies compared with asynchronous input of equivalent magnitude (i.e., with equivalent total power) (Destexhe et al., 2001). Putting two and two together, one might (correctly) postulate that integrators are tuned to lower frequencies, akin to a low-pass filter, whereas coincidence detectors are tuned to higher frequencies, akin to a high-pass filter, although the end result is a band-pass filter when the high-pass filter implemented by spike initiation is combined with the low-pass filter implemented by membrane capacitance.

Differential tuning reflects differences in neuronal excitability. A simple yet invaluable classification of excitability was provided by Hodgkin (1948) who identified three spiking patterns in response to sustained depolarization: Class 1 neurons can spike repetitively at an arbitrarily low rate and thus have a continuous frequency-current (f-I) curve, class 2 neurons cannot spike repetitively below a certain rate and thus have a discontinuous f-I curve, and class 3 neurons fire only one or a few spikes at stimulus onset (Figure 4A). Each class of excitability is associated with differences in other response measures such as the phase response curve (Ermentrout, 1996) and spike-triggered average (Ermentrout et al., 2007; Mato and Samengo, 2008) (see below). In general, class 1 neurons exhibit integrator traits, whereas class 3 neurons and, to a lesser extent, class 2 neurons exhibit coincidence detector traits. Hodgkin’s classification thus provides a useful starting point for relating neuronal excitability with operating mode.

Differences in excitability reflect differences in spike initiation dynamics (Izhikevich, 2007; Prescott et al., 2008a; Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1998). “Dynamics” refers to how fast and slow currents interact to control spike initiation. Notably, currents with similar kinetics sum linearly whereas those with different kinetics interact nonlinearly. Therefore, net-fast and net-slow currents interact non-linearly, and ultra-slow processes like adaptation currents or cumulative inactivation of sodium current can be treated as modulating the fast-slow interaction. Net-fast current is necessarily inward (depolarizing) at spike threshold. In class 1 excitability, net-slow current is also inward at perithreshold voltages and thus cooperates with fast current during spike initiation (Figure 4B). In class 2 and 3 excitability, net-slow current is outward (hyperpolarizing) at perithreshold voltages and thus competes with fast current during spike initiation. Class 2 excitability exists if fast inward current overpowers slow outward current when constant stimulation exceeds threshold. Class 3 excitability exists if fast inward current overpowers slow outward current only during a stimulus transient, which precludes repetitive spiking during sustained stimulation. Thus, on the basis of whether fast and slow currents cooperate or compete at perithreshold voltages, three classes of excitability arise from a continuum in the strength and direction of net-slow current. The strength of net-fast current (which depends on leak current) affects its competition with net-slow current, thus influencing the boundary between class 2 and 3 excitability (Lundstrom et al., 2008; Prescott et al., 2008a). In dynamical terms, it is the cooperative versus competitive nature of the interaction controlling spike initiation that distinguishes integration and coincidence detection. To be clear, net current depends on both activation and inactivation of contributing ion channels, meaning inactivation of an outward current has effects comparable to activation of an inward current if the two processes occur with similar kinetics and voltage dependency. Accordingly, and especially given that pyramidal neurons express a multitude of different ion channels, there are several distinct channel combinations that can implement equivalent spike initiation dynamics. That said, the interaction between membrane currents also depends on the stimulus waveform because subthreshold membrane currents are differentially activated or inactivated by stimuli with different kinetics. This speaks to the joint dependence of spiking on neuronal properties and stimulus properties (see below for discussion on filtering).

With respect to synaptic input, subthreshold inward current helps sustain the depolarization caused by excitatory inputs, thereby encouraging temporal summation (integration) in class 1 neurons; contrariwise, subthreshold outward current truncates the depolarization caused by excitatory inputs, thereby discouraging summation and allowing only coincident inputs that drive...
fast suprathreshold depolarization (i.e., faster than outward current can activate) to elicit spiking in class 2 and 3 neurons (Figure 4C). In effect, the width of the integration time window is regulated by the strength and direction of subthreshold currents (Fricker and Miles, 2000; Gastrein et al., 2011; Prescott and De Koninck, 2005). Note that the delayed negative feedback implemented by voltage-dependent outward current in class 2 and 3 neurons has an effect very similar to that mediated by feed-forward synaptic inhibition, which is well recognized as a mechanism that limits the integration time window (e.g., Pouille and Scanziani, 2001; see also Ostojic et al., 2009). The difference lies in whether the negative feedback is a feature of the neuron or of the microcircuit.

An efficient way to assess signal processing characteristics, including the integration time window, is to measure the spike-triggered stimulus average (STA). This can be done by applying noisy stimulation comprising a range of input frequencies and calculating the average stimulus waveform that precedes each spike; the noisy input can be constructed to reasonably approximate synaptic bombardment (Destexhe et al., 2001) and avoids having to repeat testing across multiple single-frequency inputs and combinations thereof (Rieke et al., 1997). The STA differs between class 1 (integrator) and class 2/3 (coincidence detector) neurons, being broad and monophasic in the former versus narrow and biphasic in the latter (Hong et al., 2012; Mato and Samengo, 2008) (Figure 4D). Duration of the positive phase reflects the integration time window. More generally, the STA reflects the stimulus features that drive spiking based on the recruitment of subthreshold membrane currents: a broad monophasic STA represents low-pass filtering (which confers tuning to low frequencies), whereas a narrow biphasic STA represents band-pass filtering (which confers tuning to higher frequencies).

Figure 4. Spike Initiation Dynamics Control Operating Mode
(A) Classes 1, 2, and 3 of excitability are distinguished by the shape of the frequency-current curve defined by constant stimulation. Class 3 neurons (and class 2 neurons within a certain stimulus range) fire only one or a few spikes at stimulus onset. Those properties emerge from distinct nonlinear dynamical mechanisms that reflect whether fast and slow currents cooperate or compete during spike initiation.
(B) Differences in spike initiation dynamics can be ascribed to differences in the direction and magnitude of the net-slow current active at perithreshold potentials.
(C) Inward current helps sustain the depolarization caused by excitatory synaptic inputs, thereby lengthening the integration time window; outward current truncates depolarization, thereby shortening the integration time window.
(D) Differential processing is also evident in the shape of the spike-triggered stimulus average (STA).
The difference in signal processing is also evident in the spike-triggered stimulus correlation (STC) (Rieke et al., 1997) (see below).

Where do pyramidal neurons fit into this classification? Regular spiking CA1 pyramidal neurons exhibit class 1 excitability when tested in brain slices (Prescott et al., 2006, 2008b), but the synaptic bombardment experienced in vivo (see above) is predicted to encourage class 2/3 excitability by biasing the net-slow current at threshold in the outward direction. Using dynamic clamp to mimic synaptic bombardment in brain slices, voltage threshold undergoes a depolarizing shift because greater depolarization is needed to activate enough fast sodium channels to overwhelm the increased outward leak current. This, in turn, allows activation of other voltage-dependent outward currents and slow inactivation of inward currents, thereby biasing the net-slow current in the outward direction and encouraging class 2 excitability (Prescott et al., 2006, 2008b). Consequently, the same neuron that spikes repetitively during constant current injection in the low-conductance state often spikes only transiently when retested in the high-conductance state, although fluctuating stimuli can elicit vigorous spiking in either conductance state (Figure 5A). The shift in excitability, from class 1 to 2 excitability (Tateno et al., 2004; Tsubo et al., 2007) and can be made more class 2 excitable through enhanced adaptation (Stiefel et al., 2008). In general, adaptation currents and slow inactivation of inward currents can enhance sensitivity to the stimulus variance without completely nullifying responsiveness to the stimulus mean (Arsiero et al., 2007; Fernandez et al., 2011; Higgs et al., 2006; see also Lundstrom et al., 2009). These data show that pyramidal neurons exhibit coincidence detector traits and identify spike initiation dynamics as a key determinant of their operating mode.

Predicting Cross-Correlations through Reverse Correlation Analysis

Given a neuron’s output spike train and its STA, reverse correlation can be used to predict its input. Conversely, how the neuron encodes its input can be modeled using its STA. By extension, if two neurons receive common input, the STA can be used to predict the correlated spiking driven by that input, and thus it can predict the cross-correlogram (CCG) (Figure 6A). More precisely, the shape of the CCG can be inferred by convolving the STAs from each neuron (Goldberg et al., 2004). It follows from their differently shaped STAs that the CCG for a pair of coincidence detectors is narrow and multiphasic, whereas the CCG for a pair of integrators is broad and monophasic (Hong et al., 2012; see also Barreiro et al., 2010, 2012).

However, the STA does not provide a sufficiently accurate description of neuronal response properties when the neuron is sensitive to multiple stimulus features. In this scenario, the
information for building a good encoding model can be retrieved by the spike-triggered stimulus correlation (or equivalently the covariance; STC) (for details, see Schwartz et al., 2006). For reasons explained below, the STA-based encoding model provides a relatively good description of integrator response properties, whereas the multifeature model is needed to provide a similarly good description of coincidence detector response properties (Águera y Arcas et al., 2003; Slee et al., 2005). By extension, the STC improves prediction of the CCG, but more so for coincidence detectors CCGs than for integrator CCGs (Hong et al., 2012). Notably, the multifeature model more accurately predicts the narrow central peak of the CCG that dominates the total correlation in coincidence detectors (Figure 6B).

Differential importance of the STC for predicting coincidence detector spiking compared with integrator spiking reflects upon the stimulus features that elicit spikes in each operating mode. In brief, integrators spike when the integrated stimulus intensity exceeds some threshold; the STA accurately captures that feature selectivity. Stimulus intensity is also important for spike initiation in coincidence detectors, but the competitive dynamics render the process additionally (and nonlinearly) sensitive to the rate of change of stimulus intensity. The shape of the coincidence detector STA hints at the importance of abrupt depolarizing input, but the STC more accurately captures the sensitivity to rate of change of stimulus intensity, including how that sensitivity varies with stimulus intensity (for more detailed explanation, see Águera y Arcas et al., 2003). In short, the STA is sufficient to distinguish integrator and coincidence detector operating modes and it can be used to qualitatively predict the shape of the CCG for pairs of neurons operating in either mode, but higher-order stimulus properties such as the STC become important in the case of coincidence detectors and provide quantitatively more accurate predictions.

Capacity to Produce Robust Synchronous Output
Previous discussions of operating mode have emphasized how neurons process their input. But to explain synchrony transfer, we must also consider how neurons produce their output and,

Figure 6. Predicting the Cross-Correlogram
(A) The cross-correlogram (CCG) can be predicted by convolving the STAs of each neuron. Top: the STA in neuron 2 shifted by different $\Delta t$ relative to the STA in neuron 1. For $\Delta t = 0$, the two STAs overlap perfectly, which corresponds to a high cross-correlation value. For large $\Delta t$, the cross-correlation drops to 0 as the STAs no longer overlap. For coincidence detectors, the cross-correlation can be negative for intermediate $\Delta t$ if the STAs line up out of phase. Bottom: another depiction in which the STA in neuron 1 (STA₁) is plotted against the STA in neuron 2 (STA₂). Shading represents STA₁($t_1$)·STA₂($t_2$) with yellow corresponding to conditions in which the positive and negative components of STA₁ are in phase with the positive and negative components of STA₂, and gray corresponding to conditions in which those components are out of phase. Colored arrows are the projections of STA across STA₁($t_1$)·STA₂($t_2$) for the same $\Delta t$ values shown in the top panel. The total cross-correlation represents the sum of STA₁($t_1$)·STA₂($t_2$) across that arrow.

(B) Examples of predicted CCGs for comparison with measured CCGs. The first-order prediction (based on the STA alone) provides a satisfactory fit to CCGs measured in the integrator model but does a poor job fitting the peak of CCGs measured from coincidence detector models. The "excess" synchrony was better accounted for by the second-order prediction (based on the STA and STC). For experimental data from CA1 pyramidal neurons, the second-order prediction becomes relatively more important when neurons are shifted toward the coincidence detector mode (i.e., in the high-conductance state) but is relevant even in the low-conductance state insofar as the first-order prediction is imperfect. This is consistent with pyramidal neurons operating in the middle range of the operating mode continuum.
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moreover, we must consider the output of multiple neurons in order to measure output synchrony. This would seem to require the difficult task of recording simultaneously from all the neurons whose output is to be cross-correlated; however, by replaying the same simulated synaptic input signal (along with different noise), one can collect many spike trains from individually recorded neurons and then cross-correlate their responses after alignment based on the common signal (de la Rocha et al., 2007; Hong et al., 2012; Reyes, 2003). We refer to this as a virtual network approach since the neurons, although not part of the same “real” network, are stimulated and analyzed as if they are part of the same “virtual” network. Notably, the input synchrony and the fraction of input that is shared across neurons are not only known, they are controlled by the experimenter. This approach is therefore very useful for studying how and why synchrony transfer differs between operating modes.

Synchronous spiking across a set of neurons requires that spike timing within each constituent neuron is temporally precise in relation to the input. Rapidly fluctuating input—the sort arising from presynaptic synchrony—drives more precisely timed spikes than constant or slowly fluctuating input (Bryant and Segundo, 1976; Cecchi et al., 2000; Galán et al., 2008; Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995; Nowak et al., 1997). Those data demonstrate that spike timing can be precise on the basis of input and thus support a stimulus-centric definition of operating mode (Schultze-Kraft et al., 2013), but neuronal properties are nonetheless critical. By being less sensitive to mean stimulus intensity, coincidence detectors exhibit better spike-timing precision than integrators firing at an equivalent average rate (Prescott et al., 2006; Prescott and Sejnowski, 2008). Indeed, several studies have linked stronger outward membrane current with increased precision (Berry and Meister, 1998; Billimoria et al., 2006; Schreiber et al., 2004; Sviris and Rinzel, 2003), whereas inward currents or slowly inactivating outward currents have the opposite effect (Barreiro et al., 2012; Cedrone et al., 2010; Fricker and Miles, 2000). Specifically, band-pass filtering in coincidence detectors attenuates low-frequency input such that repetitive spiking is prevented or reduced and membrane potential is, in a sense, “clamped” below threshold. Rapid stimulus fluctuations elicit spikes (because they are not attenuated) and the timing of those spikes is very precise (see above). The critical point is this: because fluctuation-driven spikes are not superimposed on repetitive mean-driven spiking, spike timing is more tightly linked to stimulus fluctuation timing (Prescott and Sejnowski, 2008). Unlike in integrators, the rate of spiking in pure coincidence detectors reflects the rate of synchronous suprathreshold inputs, not the amplitude of a slow, rate-encoded signal (see Figure 1) (König et al., 1996)—this explains the rate insensitivity of synchrony transfer among coincidence detectors (Figure 3B). But once again bear in mind that pyramidal neurons operate in a middle range and can exhibit mean-driven and fluctuation-driven spiking. The two spike “types” can coexist so long as timing of the latter is not strongly corrupted by the former and so long as a decoder can ultimately separate the two. We will address both issues below.

Beyond being insensitive to spike rate, synchrony transfer must also be robust to noise. Indeed, it has been shown that a small perturbation can elicit an extra spike in the recipient cell, which in turn elicits extra spikes in multiple postsynaptic cells, resulting in large stimulus-independent (i.e., noisy) variations in membrane potential that disrupt spike timing (London et al., 2010). London et al. did not, however, demonstrate that perturbations elicit synchronous spikes; that would require that the perturbation occurs synchronously across multiple neurons (which is conceivable) and that the recipient neurons are all simultaneously close to threshold (which is difficult) so that the input is not only received simultaneously, but it also elicits spikes simultaneously. Without synchronous activation of multiple presynaptic cells, postsynaptic coincidence detectors would not be activated, or at least a set of coincidence detectors would not be activated synchronously. As a result, asynchronous perturbation-driven spiking will be curtailed, not amplified, within a network of coincidence detectors. In this regard, it is noteworthy that London et al. used integrator-type model neurons in their simulations and that their experiments, although conducted in vivo, seemed to emphasize the low-conductance state (e.g., reported values of input resistance are comparable to those in Destexhe et al., 2001 before synaptic bombardment); this may reflect the inclusion of the down state that exists during anesthesia but that is absent during wakefulness (e.g., Constantinople and Bruno, 2011) and/or the exclusion of sensory evoked activity that would increase conductance (see above).

To better understand why synchrony transfer by coincidence detectors is robust, consider the following hypothetical scenario with numbers based loosely on published data (e.g., Wang et al., 2010). A set of 50 coactivated neurons synapse onto a postsynaptic coincidence detector that requires only 30 synchronous excitatory inputs to achieve suprathreshold depolarization. This means that only 30 of the 50 presynaptic neurons must spike simultaneously in order to excite the postsynaptic neuron. The other 20 presynaptic neurons need not be activated or their spikes could be lost to noise without compromising postsynaptic activation (Zador, 1998)—we refer to this as an excess synchrony safety margin (Figure 7A). By “lost spikes,” we mean spikes that would have been elicited by the signal but are absent because of the effects of noise. On the other hand, the likelihood of noise simultaneously coactivating 30 presynaptic neurons is arguably quite low (see above)—we refer to this as the minimum synchrony safety margin. In other words, synchrony-driven spiking will not be easily disrupted or confused with noise-driven spiking in the presence of these safety margins. An important conclusion is that temporal coding is more robust when it uses synchronous spikes among multiple neurons rather than isolated spikes in single neurons—this seems obvious but is routinely overlooked.

Beyond affecting the probability of signal-driven spikes, noise could also compromise synchrony by jittering the timing of signal-driven spikes. Intriguingly, spike timing in coincidence detectors is protected against jitter. This quality control mechanism can be understood from the shapes of the STA and CCG (Figure 7B). Consider another hypothetical scenario in which two neurons spike synchronously. The STA provides an estimate of the common signal that triggered those spikes. Next, consider what would happen if neuron 2 received a perturbation. The perturbation would almost certainly jitter spike timing in neuron 2, but it might also reduce the probability that neuron 2 even
spikes. In an integrator, the timing of the perturbation relative to the broad monophasic STA is relatively unimportant in this regard; in a coincidence detector, on the other hand, timing of the perturbation relative to the narrow biphasic STA has important consequences. The reduced probability of signal-driven spiking is most easily understood from the CCG, which shows the probability that neuron 2 will spike at times shortly before or after the spike in neuron 1. If a perturbation in neuron 2 jitters the anticipated signal-driven spike such that its timing coincides with either trough (negative phase) of the CCG, the probability of that spike occurring will be reduced to below-chance levels. In other words, noise is more likely to cause “lost” spikes than to cause strongly jittered spikes in coincidence detectors; the signal-driven spikes that remain will be temporally precise and therefore well synchronized. This quality control mechanism, which trades off reliability for precision, makes sense if an excess synchrony safety margin can accommodate the lost spikes.

Compared with the broad CCG characteristic of integrators, the narrow peak of coincidence detector CCGs indicates more precise synchronization. Furthermore, the adjacent troughs seen in coincidence detector CCGs indicate correlated quiescence around the synchronous spikes; in other words, if neuron 2 does not spike within a couple of milliseconds of the spike in neuron 1 (during the CCG peak), it is less likely than chance to spike at slightly longer times (during the CCG troughs). Those troughs thus represent a boundary separating synchronous input-driven spikes from asynchronous input-driven spikes: the former are well synchronized, the latter are asynchronous, and there are few marginally synchronized spikes whose origin is ambiguous. Correctly identifying synchronous and asynchronous output spikes is important inasmuch as it can allow a decoder to distinguish spikes driven by a common signal from those driven by independent noise: the former are synchronous, whereas the latter are not (which is not to exclude rate comodulation). The last point leads to the idea of multiplexing, but first, we must compare our claims against quantitative analysis of synchrony transfer.

**Figure 7. Robustness of Synchrony Transfer to Noise**

(A) Graph depicts synchronous input to a hypothetical postsynaptic coincidence detector that requires 30 synchronous inputs for activation. Without noise, the signal coactivates 50 presynaptic neurons. This means that up to 20 synchronous inputs could fail to occur (e.g., because of the effects of noise) without compromising activation of the postsynaptic neuron—this constitutes the excess synchrony safety margin. On the other hand, noise would have to coactivate at least 30 presynaptic neurons in order to activate the postsynaptic neuron, which is unlikely—this constitutes the minimum synchrony safety margin. The former safety margin reduces false negatives, whereas the latter reduces false positives with respect to correctly detecting the input signal. Integrators, by definition, have a lower synchrony threshold, which implies a smaller minimum synchrony safety margin.

(B) If two neurons spike more synchronously than expected by chance, they probably receive common input (signal) and we can infer the shape of that input based on the STA. Furthermore, if one neuron spikes, the CCG tells us the probability that the other neuron will spike. If neuron 2 receives a brief perturbation, its spike (shown in the same color as the perturbation) is jittered relative to the spike in the other neuron. In an integrator, because the CCG peak is so broad, a jittered spike will still tend to fall near the peak of the CCG (as shown by colored dots). In a coincidence detector, by comparison, even moderate jittering can shift the timing of the anticipated spike such that it coincides with one of the troughs surrounding the narrow peak of the multiphasic CCG, which implies that the probability of spiking falls to below-chance levels and that the spike will probably be “lost.” Thus, the spike initiation dynamics that are characteristic of coincidence detectors implement a quality control mechanism, wherein precision is maintained at the expense of reliability. The CCG troughs also ensure that tightly synchronized spikes are clearly distinguishable from asynchronous spikes because the probability of loosely synchronized spiking is very low.
When measured synchrony transfer is compared against the synchrony transfer predicted by reverse correlation analysis, output correlation among idealized integrators is accounted for by the first-order prediction (based on the STA), whereas coincidence detectors spike more synchronously than expected (Hong et al., 2012). “Excess” or unpredicted output correlation among coincidence detectors is concentrated at the center of the CCG (see Figure 6B), consistent with a failure of the STA to predict highly synchronized spiking that can be corrected by incorporating STC-based analysis. Those results speak to the importance of the rate of change of stimulus intensity in eliciting precisely synchronized spiking. Although rather obvious, that conclusion can be overlooked if oversimplified neuron models are used. Hong et al. (2012) found that pyramidal neurons were sensitive to stimulus variance in both the low- and high-conductance states and were simply more sensitive in the latter, consistent with operation in the midrange of the operating mode continuum. One should note that the comparison between predicted and measured cross-correlation was conducted using a broad range of stimulus intensities and noise conditions, the implication being that stimulus-dependent synchrony can persist despite stimulus-dependent modulation of the mean spike rate and can be properly analyzed for different stimulus parameters.

From Hybrid Operating Mode to Multiplexed Coding

By not being optimized for integration or coincidence detection, pyramidal neurons exhibit traits of both operating modes and could, therefore, be said to use a hybrid mode. This raises the question of whether a hybrid operating mode conveys benefits that justify the lack of specialization. We propose that a hybrid operating mode allows rate and synchrony codes to be multiplexed (Figure 2). Multiplexing refers to the transmission of more than one signal via a single communication channel and can increase information capacity (Lathi and Ding, 2009). Single neurons in sensory systems have been shown to achieve multiplexing via temporal scale (frequency) division, wherein different signals are allocated to pass bands that span nonoverlapping frequencies (for review, see Panzeri et al., 2010). In the scenario considered here, synchrony-encoded signals (with power concentrated at high frequencies) are encoded by synchronous spiking, whereas asynchronous rate-encoded signals (with power concentrated at lower frequencies) are encoded by asynchronous rate-modulated spiking (Figure 8). The distinctly represented signals can coexist if synchrony transfer is robust to rate-modulated spiking. The safety margins and spike timing quality control mechanism described in Figure 7 represent biologically straightforward ways to maintain the distinction between synchronous and asynchronous spikes; in engineering terms, those mechanisms could be said to implement guard bands that separate the two pass bands.

Past studies have demonstrated rate coding multiplexed with temporal coding that depends on intrinsically generated network oscillations (Friedrich et al., 2004; Huxter et al., 2003; Mazzoni et al., 2011). Our proposed form of multiplexing more closely matches that described by Riehle et al. (1997) in the motor cortex and by Steinmetz et al. (2000) in the somatosensory cortex (see also Estebanez et al., 2012), where transient synchronization occurs independently of rate modulation but in relation to external and internal events, including attention. This form of multiplexing is also supported by our observation that precise synchrony can exist over a broad range of spike rates driven by different mean stimulus intensities (Hong et al., 2012). One potential argument against multiplexing is that recorded spike trains tend to exhibit only weak pairwise correlations. However, when cross-correlating the output spike trains of two neurons that are part of a multiplexing set—indeed, not all cross-correlated cell pairs will participate in the same set—synchronous spikes may occur only rarely compared with asynchronous spikes. This “dilution” will result in small cross-correlation values, but this does not rule out that precisely synchronized spikes occur, it simply means that those synchronous spikes are well hidden and necessitate careful analysis (Grün, 2009). We predict that synchrony-encoded signaling requires higher-order correlations—that synchrony among $n$ neurons is greater than extrapolated from pairwise correlations—in order to support an excess.
synchrony safety margin. Indeed, despite being difficult to quantify (see Staude et al., 2010), such correlations do exist (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010; Shimazaki et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2011).

A set of hybrid mode neurons can discriminate between a shared synchrony-encoded signal and independent noise by responding synchronously to the former and asymptomatically to the latter. The same set can discriminate between a shared synchrony-encoded signal and a shared asynchronous rate-encoded signal by, again, responding synchronously to the former and asymptomatically to the latter. Distinguishing between the rate-encoded signal and noise relies on noise being independent across the neurons so that it can be averaged out. Shared noise thus represents a problem for rate coding and synchrony coding; in that regard, both coding strategies could benefit from decorrelation mechanisms such as balanced excitation/inhibition (Renart et al., 2010) and inhibitory feedback (Tetzlaff et al., 2012), the only caveat being that signal-dependent correlations must persist while spurious correlations arising from noise are eliminated. This may come down to signal-dependent correlations being of higher order than noise-based correlations, consistent with the minimum synchrony safety margin.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Spike initiation dynamics differ between neurons and can be modulated within a given neuron, e.g., by changes in the total membrane conductance. Those dynamics represent how a multitude of membrane currents interact to control spike initiation. Although we have focused here on how spike initiation dynamics affect stimulus-driven synchrony within a feedforward network, these same dynamics are known to affect synchronization and oscillations within recurrently connected networks (Hansel et al., 1995). By restricting which inputs elicit spikes and which do not, spike initiation dynamics confer tuning to different stimulus parameters. Coincidence detectors function as band-pass filters that are tuned to high-input frequencies whose power represents the degree of input synchrony. Integrator functions as low-pass filters tuned to lower frequencies and are thus relatively untuned with respect to synchrony. Real pyramidal neurons function somewhere in between.

Rapidly fluctuating (synchronous) inputs can produce precisely timed spikes within a single neuron, which translates into synchronous spiking across a set of neurons who share that input. In this respect, both integrators and coincidence detectors can respond to synchronous input with synchronous output. However, the two operating modes differ in how robust that output synchrony is to background noise (Figures 1C and 7) and to variations in firing rate (Figures 1D and 3B). Coincidence detectors transfer synchrony more robustly because of their spike initiation dynamics. For this reason, operating mode is best defined according to synchrony transfer.

Furthermore, operating mode must be treated as a continuum if we are to accurately describe the functioning of real neurons. Indeed, the longstanding debate over whether pyramidal neurons operate as integrators or coincidence detectors can be resolved by agreeing that they exhibit traits of both; moreover, those traits are modulated by factors like conductance state and are variably manifested by stimuli with different spectral properties. Once this is recognized, it becomes obvious that pyramidal neurons are suboptimal when it comes to integration or coincidence detection and, by extension, that they are suboptimal at rate and synchrony coding. However, a hybrid operating mode—one that exploits elements of both integration and coincidence detection—may enable multiplexing of rate and synchrony coding, thereby allowing pyramidal neurons to achieve higher total information capacity than if they used one or the other code optimally.

Several issues arise from this Perspective. For instance, which neuron models can capture the essential differences between integrator and coincidence detector operating mode? Conductance-based neuron models can exhibit either operating mode based on parameter values (Lundstrom et al., 2008; Prescott et al., 2008a). This is similarly true for more sophisticated integrate-and-fire (IF) models such as the adaptive exponential IF model (Brette and Gerstner, 2005; for review, see Brunel, 2010). In principle, stimulus-dependent variations in the voltage trajectory toward threshold can be replaced with stimulus-dependent variations in threshold (Yamauchi et al., 2011). What is important is that the model includes different timescales so that intrinsic processes can interact with timescales present in the input, thus enabling inputs with power at lower or higher frequencies to preferentially elicit spikes. In this regard, the STA is invaluable in describing how stimulus properties and intrinsic neuron properties interact. Rather than pronouncing here on which models succeed or fail to capture different operating modes, we recommend that models be tested by measuring their STA under a broad range of stimulus conditions.

Beyond determining which models are most appropriate, it is important to experimentally determine where different types of neurons fall along the operating mode continuum, whether the population is tightly or broadly distributed along the continuum, etc. Like for models, the STA is a valuable descriptor of neuronal response properties. For neurons falling within the middle range, can they operate in a hybrid mode and achieve multiplexed coding under certain stimulus conditions? Under what stimulus conditions? Another broad and important set of questions includes how neurons operating in different modes function within different network architectures.

To conclude, spike initiation dynamics regulate synchrony transfer properties, and synchrony transfer properties regulate network coding strategies; therefore, spike initiation dynamics regulate network coding strategies. An accurate and complete understanding of network coding demands that we give greater consideration to neuronal properties, especially to spike initiation dynamics.
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